You’re connected to the FedEx Office® nationwide network of printing and distribution resources.

You’ve got a lot of great benefits that come with working where you do. Now there’s one more. Tap into the power of the FedEx Office® network, and save money at the same time.

Take advantage of great products and services, all with free delivery:

- **Copying and digital printing:** black & white and full-color.
- **Professional finishing:** binding, folding, collating, stapling, laminating, mounting.
- **Direct mail services:** postcards, letters, flyers, newsletters, mailing and list services.
- **Signs and graphics:** banners, posters, prints, rigid signs.

Your Special Rates:
- Black & white copies: 2.6¢ single-sided
- Color copies: 29¢ single-sided
- Other production services: 30% off

If you need help with a project, contact:

- **Clorissa Nguyen**
  - Regional Solutions Consultant
  - 1.562.362.8257
  - clorissa.nguyen@fedex.com

- **Tina Jett**
  - Account Manager
  - 951.207.0122
  - tina.jett@fedex.com
Grow business. Increase savings. Turn up the speed.

Your Locations. Our Network.
Our experts can help you cut days out of print and delivery times.
- 16 high-capacity print production and finishing centers.
- 14 Signs & Graphics production centers with expert color management.
- National fulfillment center that uses intelligent job routing to coordinate printing and distribution of projects based on speed and delivery requirements.
- Retail locations to pick up your orders or talk to a team member near you.

Your Competitive Advantage
14,000+ trained experts
12,000+ digitally connected machines
1,800+ points of access
220+ countries and territories with our shipping services
40+ years of printing experience

Promotional Items

WEARABLES
- T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, and Hoodies

DRINKWARE
- Cups, Sippers, Bottles, Tumblers, and Mugs

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
- Pens, and Stylus style pens

BAGS
- Recycled Tote, Woven/Cotton Totes, Backpacks

MARKETING MATERIAL
- Lanyards, USB Flash Drives, Tents, Step and Repeats, Flutter Flags, Pole Flags, Pennant Flags, Temporary Tattoos, Glasses, Mouse Pads, Table Cloths, Promotional Magnets, Notebooks, and Padfolios

Save time and shipping costs. With more than 1,800 locations, we are where you are.
Direct Mail

Direct mail expertise, solutions and opportunities.
You can relax knowing we print, assemble and distribute millions of direct mail pieces for companies like yours every day. We can be your single-source provider for all aspects of direct mail.

- Fast access to a wide variety of effective direct mail options.
- A personal point of contact with industry expertise.
- Quick turnaround on any size project.
- National mailing capabilities and access to our extensive printing and distribution network.
- A provider that meets your department’s unique needs.
- Secure state-of-the-art production from multiple dedicated facilities.
- End-to-end FedEx reliability.

More than printing.
With more than 40 years of print experience, we deliver top-quality offset or digital printing for letters, postcards, self-mailers and more. We also help with:
- Mailing lists
- Address verification
- Customization
- Postage services for the best possible rates

Choose from a variety of sizes, folds, inserts and finishing. All tabbed for mailing and ready to go.

Products and Services for all your business needs
Whether you’re just getting started or thinking of expanding your business, FedEx Office Print & Ship Centers™ now have an even wider variety of products and services. Whatever your business needs, we can help.

Business Materials
When you need your printing projects deployed quickly, the FedEx Office® network of printing and distribution resources gives you an edge.

- Brochures
- Flyers
- Folders
- Direct Mail Postcards
- Leaflets
- Calendars
- Coupons
- Product Collateral
- High-Volume
- Business Cards
- Letterhead
- Newsletters
- Menus
- Books
- Manuals
- Contracts
- Certificates
- Business Forms

We offer more than 70 different paper stocks for your flyers, presentations, postcards or brochures.
Posters

Heavy Weight Paper (46-Lb.)
This substrate has a subtle matte finish with a non-reflective surface. Use unmounted in a frame or mount on a rigid board for stand-alone viewing.

Protective Lamination
For extra durability and to extend the life of your print products, add lamination to any poster material. Lamination makes your bold, rich colors come alive. Available in a gloss or matte finish.

Photo Satin
Photo-grade paper in a smooth, satin finish enhances your images. It’s especially good for posters that include skin tones or other rich colors. Use unmounted in a frame or mount on a rigid board for stand-alone viewing.

Photo Gloss
Photo-grade paper in a vibrant, glossy finish sharpens and enhances your photographs. This paper is perfect for printing images with rich colors and detailed product or lifestyle photography. Use unmounted in a frame or mount to a rigid board for stand-alone viewing.

Backlit Prints
Make your signage even more brilliant with a pop of LED light illuminating your image. Film easily snaps into special frames. Both backlit prints and light boxes are available in multiple sizes.

Specialty

Promotional Magnet
Make your message stick with your customers. Create small magnets for customers to keep as a reminder of your business. Can be contour-cut.

Adhesive Decal White
This durable adhesive vinyl in white produces eye-catching images with brilliant colors that stick to walls, windows and other surfaces. Waterproof.

Vehicle Magnet
Create mobile billboards with heavyweight magnets that cling to metal surfaces. Can be removed anytime and can be cut with radius corners.

Adhesive Decal Clear
Print photographs, graphics and lettering on this self-adhesive vinyl. The clear vinyl produces optimal clarity for branded images.

Static Cling White
Static clings are versatile because they don’t rely on adhesives. They’re static-charged and cling to most smooth surfaces, especially glass. White backing offers space for more text or images. Can be contour-cut. Best for indoor use.

Canvas
Matte canvas is printed and stretched over a 3/4” deep wooden frame. It arrives with a finished art look and is ready to hang.

Static Cling Clear
Static clings are versatile because they don’t rely on adhesives. They’re static-charged and cling to most smooth surfaces, especially glass. White ink available. Can be contour-cut. Best for indoor use.
Table Covers and Flags

4 Sided Table Drape
• Covers top and all four sides

Banners

Tyvek® Banner
Tyvek is recyclable, durable and tough because it contains reinforcing fibers. It’s water- and rip-resistant so it’s perfect for outdoor banners, but can be used indoors as well.

Outdoor Vinyl Banner
Great for outdoor banners. Our scrim is heavy weight, waterproof and rip-resistant. Uses UV- and water-resistant inks.

Premium Outdoor Banner
This hardy outdoor vinyl is perfect for large banners. Since this substrate is one of our largest, it is often used for signs on the outside of buildings.

Premium Blockout Banner
“Blockout” means material is 100% opaque so you can print on both sides and not be concerned about show-through. Can be used indoor and out.

Indoor Banner
Lightweight, flexible banner material showcases vibrant, sharp colors. It works well in both vertical and horizontal formats.

Printing
• Full color printed flags available
• Single reverse or double sided
• Double-needle lock-stitching
• Reinforced pole sleeves
MOUNTED/RIGID SIGNS

Foamboard
Foamboard is a dense but very lightweight substrate. It’s perfect for large signage, yet easy to hang or move. Best for indoor applications. Can be contour-cut.

Card Stock
Card stock is firm yet lightweight and can be used for a number of indoor signage applications. It’s especially versatile because it can be scored and folded to display messages on multiple sides.

Gatorboard
Gatorboard is a heavy-duty foamboard, yet lightweight and easy to move. Mainly for indoor use, it hangs easily and resists warping. Can be contour-cut.

Corrugated Plastic
This corrugated plastic is weather-resistant and UV-stable. Its ability to stand up to the elements makes it perfect for outdoor use — promoting your business, announcing an event or publicizing a sale. Can be contour-cut.

Styrene
This flexible, durable substrate comes in variable thickness from flexible to rigid. It’s perfect for outdoor frames or sign holders. It’s built to last, so it won’t curl and your graphics will stay vibrant.

PVC Plastic
Great for long-term indoor or short-term outdoor signage needs. It’s lightweight and easily hung or displayed in a variety of ways.

Metal Sign
Ideal for permanent outdoor signage. Made of aluminum with a tough plastic core, metal signs can be used in a variety of ways and can be attached to walls and posts.

DISPLAY

Select Banner Stand
- Silver stand
- Includes carrying bag
- Graphic Display of 75” x 33.25”
- Weight with art: 9 lbs

X-Stand Banner
- Easy way to display banners
- Great for trade shows
- Change graphics quickly
- Fixed graphic display of 26” x 66”

Yard Signs
- 1/4 inch white corrugated plastic
- Sizes: 12” x 18”, 18” x 24”
- Weather proof and fade resistant

Commercial Banner Stand
- Lightweight
- Travels easy
- Available single or double sided
- Adjustable graphic display of 36” x 96”